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Marine Life Management Act Master Plan Amendment
Discussion for Interested Stakeholders

Management Strategies for Achieving Sustainability of
Marine Fisheries Under the MLMA
Dr. Craig Shuman, California Department of Fish and Wildlife
Joined by: Tom Barnes, Peter Kalvass, and Chuck Valle

May 25, 2017 | 1:30pm–3:00pm PT
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Today’s Discussion
• IntroducJons
• Refresher on MLMA Master Plan Amendment goals and process
• Discuss draP approaches and tools to idenJfy management strategies
for meeJng stock sustainability objecJves of MLMA
• Solicit feedback, address quesJons
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Marine Life Management Act (MLMA) Master Plan
• MLMA provides a framework for ecosystem-based ﬁsheries management
• Based on best-available science and involvement of tribes, ﬁshing communiJes,
and other interested stakeholders

• Master Plan adopted in 2001 and acts as a guide for the development of
Fishery Management Plans
•

Amendment will reﬂect advancements in management tools, changing ocean
condiJons, and stakeholder prioriJes, and provide a wealth of new informaJon
that expands the scope of the current Master Plan
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Goals: MLMA Master Plan Amendment Process
• Enhance resource stewardship and sustainability of ﬁsheries
• Elevate ecosystem health in decision-making
• Help promote more eﬃcient, eﬀecNve, and streamlined ﬁsheries management
• Establish a clear pathway for improving the management of individual ﬁsheries
• Set clear expectaNons for managers and the public
• Foster transparency and ﬂexibility in ﬁsheries management with tribes and
naJve communiJes, stakeholders, and interested members of the public
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2015

2016

2017

2018

Engagement with California Tribal Governments
Stakeholder Engagement

Phase I: Build
Knowledge
Gather InformaJon
Tribal Engagement
IniJated
Stakeholder
Engagement IniJated
DraP Amended
Framework for MLMABased Management

Phase II: Amend Master Plan
Stakeholder Discussions
Prepare DraP Master Plan
Amendment

Phase III:
Review
and Possible
AdopNon

Late 2017
Submit DraP Master Plan to
Fish and Game Commission

Timeline Updated: July 2016
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• MLMA objecJves are
translated into key
quesJons
• For the full draP
framework, visit:
h`p://bit.ly/
MLMAMasterPlanUpdate

Where are there risks to stocks?

Where are there ecological risks?
Medium risk
Yes

High risk

Are those risks being addressed?
Somewhat

No

Where are there economic opportuniNes?
Priority ﬁsheries
MANAGEMENT SCALING

• DraP framework for
prioriNzing and scaling the
intensity of management
to the risks and potenJal
beneﬁts for each ﬁshery

PRIORITIZATION COMPONENT

Dra_ Framework Overview (simpliﬁed)

What should management strategies be?
What scale of management is appropriate?

Enhanced Status Report--- ESR & Rulemaking---Streamlined FMP---Standard FMP

California Fisheries Web-based Dashboard
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Managing for Sustainability
• Deﬁning ‘sustainability’ FGC §99.5
• Resources are conJnually replenished, taking into account ﬂuctuaJons in
abundance and environmental variability
• Long-term economic, social, and ecological beneﬁts while maintaining biological
diversity

• MLMA requires ﬁsheries to be managed sustainably
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Fishery Management Cycle
Data
CollecJon

Data Analysis

Fishery
Management
Cycle
Management
Measures

Harvest
Control Rules
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Fishery Management Cycle: Data CollecNon
• Two types of data
Data
CollecNon

Data Analysis

• Fishery-independent: Collected during
surveys conducted by scienJsts, and more
costly

Fishery
Management
Cycle
Management
Measures

• Fishery-dependent: Collected directly from
ﬁshing acJviJes, and lower sampling costs

Harvest
Control Rules

• InformaJon from ﬁshery parJcipants is
valuable in this data collecJon process
led by CDFW and other researchers

• Moving forward, MPAs may provide an
opportunity to assess data-poor ﬁsheries!
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Fishery Management Cycle: Data Analysis
Data
CollecJon

Data Analysis

• A stock assessment is any type of data
analysis that provides an esJmate of
health or “status” of a ﬁsh stock
• TradiNonal stock assessments
• Integrated assessments using ﬁshery
dependent and independent data, but not
possible for all ﬁsheries

Fishery
Management
Cycle
Management
Measures

Harvest
Control Rules

• Expensive, requires ample data

• Data-limited assessments
• Driven by available resources and data
• PotenJal to help advance the goals of the
MLMA in California’s data-limited ﬁsheries
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Fishery Management Cycle: Harvest Control Rules
Data
CollecJon

Data Analysis

Fishery
Management
Cycle
Management
Measures

• Harvest Control Rules (HCRs) are used to
determine which management acJons
should be applied to achieve a desired
outcome for the ﬁshery
• Provides transparency and predictability

Harvest
Control Rules

• Reference points in HCRs can help to
inform criteria for determining when a
ﬁshery is overﬁshed under the MLMA
• Stakeholder input can help inform
management objecJves and determine
how to best evaluate possible HCRs
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Fishery Management Cycle: Management Measures
Data
CollecJon

Data Analysis

• Two types of controls

Fishery
Management
Cycle
Management
Measures

• Managing ﬁsheries sustainably requires
the use of regulatory mechanisms or
“controls”
• Input: Modiﬁes ﬁshing eﬀort (i.e., size limit,
Jme-area closure, eﬀort control)

Harvest
Control Rules

• Output: Modiﬁes catch limit (i.e.,
overﬁshing level, total allowable catch,
quota)

• Working closely with stakeholders is
essenJal to developing eﬀecJve
management measures
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Considering New Approaches and Tools
• Currently, no standardized approach to idenJfy management
strategies
• SJll based on the Fishery Management Cycle, but not systemaJc
• Varies due to the characterisJcs of the ﬁshery, availability of data and
resources

• Looking ahead, goal is to idenJfy and use more structured,
transparent, be`er informed, and improved approaches and tools
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Management Strategy EvaluaNon (MSE)
• Tool to evaluate the expected performance of diﬀerent management
strategies and assess the probability of meeJng management goals
• Varied success with CDFW’s eﬀorts to apply MSE to date:
•

Spiny Lobster FMP

•

Herring FMP
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Data-Limited Methods (DLM) Toolkit
• Publically available tool that includes 80 diﬀerent management
procedures that can evaluate a broad range of potenJal approaches
• Preliminary pilot on four state-managed ﬁsheries shows the tool has
uJlity
•

Customizable, streamlined, cost-eﬀecJve

•

Uses MSE and can be applied to data-limited ﬁsheries
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Discussion and Q&A
• Do the draP approaches/tools outlined today oﬀer an improvement to
CDFW’s current approach to idenJfying management strategies to
achieve sustainability?
• Are there addiJonal ideas or tools that CDFW should consider?
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Thank you!
For more informaNon, please visit:
hbps://www.wildlife.ca.gov/ConservaNon/Marine/MLMA
or contact MLMA@wildlife.ca.gov
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